
BEVERAGE MENU 2023

Service hours:
from 10:30h to 01:00h



Soft drinks

MARQUÉS WATER

Home bottled osmosis water

3,00€

MARQUÉS SPARKLING WATER

Home bottled osmosis water

3,00€

LEMON AQUARIUS
Aquarius is a soft drink that became the official beverage of the 1992 Olympic
of the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona.

3,50€

BITTER CIAO
Ciao Bitter is produced with water from the stone monastery in the region of Zaragoza.

3,50€

COCA-COLA
In May 1886, in Atlanta, the pharmacist John Stith Pemberton began marketing a syrup
designed to combat digestion problems and to provide energy.

3,50€

COCA-COLA ZERO
There is another historical version about the origin of the beverage, whose discovery
took place in 1885 in a Valencian liquor factory in Spain. In 1953 Coca-Cola bought the
rights to the initial product from the Valencian factory. 

3,50€

LEMON FANTA
Fanta was created in 1940 by Chief Operating Officer Max Keith of the German 
subsidiary of Coca-Cola GmbH, an independent German company located in Germany
during World War II.

3,50€

ORANGE FANTA
The orange drink as we know today was launched in 1955, initially produced with
oranges from Naples.

3,50€

FEVER TREE

A mixture of vegetable, oils with spring,, water and quinine from the "fever trees" of

the Congo.

3,50€

GINGER ALE

Carbonated beverage with ginger, sugar and lemon

3,50€



Soft drinks

SPRITE
Sprite is a soft drink made from carbonated water with lime or lemon flavor, colorless
and caffeine-free.

3,50€

NESTEA
The refreshing tea drink became fashionable during Prohibition as an alternative to
alcohol. 

3,50€

NATURAL ORANGE JUICE

Freshly squeezed natural juice

4,00€

ORANGE JUICE 3,50€

PINEAPPLE JUICE 3,50€

PEACH JUICE 3,50€

APPLE JUICE 3,50€ 



Coffee

COFFEE

Nespresso Leggero Pro or Nesperesso Pro intense 

2,30€

DECAFFEINATED BLACK COFFEE

Nespresso Pro decaffeinated

2,30€

ICE COFFEE

Nespresso Leggero Pro or Nespresso Pro intense or Pro, Ice decaffeinated

2,20€

CAFÉ “CORTADO”

Nespresso Leggero Pro or Nespresso Pro  Intense or Pro, Milk Decaffeinated

2,40€

COFFEE WITH MILK

Nespresso Leggero Pro o Nespresso Pro  Intense or Decaffeinated Pro Milk

3,00€

DECAFFEINATED WITH MILK

Nespresso Decaffeinated Pro Milk

3,00€

CAPUCCINO

Nespresso Pro  Intense Decaffeinated Pro Milk, Chocolate powder 

2,40€

“CARAJILLO”

Nespresso Leggero Pro o Pro, brandy Decaffeinated

3,00€



Infusions and teas

100% BRITISH TEA

Black tea with theine, bergamot aroma and a mild fruity flavor

3,00€

CAMOMILE TEA

100% organic chamomile with floral aroma

3,00€

MARRAKESH TEA

Organic Chun Mee green tea and mint with fresh mint aroma

3,00€

OMMH HAPPY TEA

40% chamomile, rooibos, Goji berries, cocoa, fennel, lemongrass, lemon balm, papaya, 

raisins, passionflower, rose petals, sunflower petals and jasmine petals

3,00€

ESSENTIAL ROOIBOS TEA

100% Rooibos Kromland (Aspalathus Limearis), theine-free with sweet flavor.

3,00€

YIN RED YANG TEA

45% Organic apple, organic hibiscus, organic cinnamon, organic rose hip, natural 

strawberry flavor

3,00€

MY TIME

95% organic peppermint (Mentha Piperina) and organic pennyroyal (Mentha

Polegium)

3,00€

GOOD MORNING TEA

English breakfast, Assam black tea (80%) and OP black tea (20%)

3,00€

WH TEA

ITE DELIGHT

Pai Mu Tan white tea, apple, cinnamon, orange, hibiscus, mint, sunflower petals, rose 

petals, vanilla aroma, jasmine petals and natural mandarin aroma

3,00€



Beers

AMBAR 0,0 TOAST
Ambar 0.0 Toast uses a variety of malts that give it its personal flavor, body and aroma.
An original blend that fills the beer with aromatic nuances, structures its firmness and
its great aftertaste.

4,50€

AMBAR 10
10 varieties of hops and 10 degrees of alcohol. It is unctuous and persistent in the
mouth, although the degree of bitterness is below what is expected, thus
demonstrating that hops are capable of providing a wide range of elegant notes that
give this beer a unique personality.

5,00€

AMBAR 1900
With 4.8% alcohol, Ámbar 1900 breaks the canons of what is expected of an ale beer.
Moderately bitter, it is very smooth on the palate and full of fresh fruit and freshly
baked malt. Thus, 1900 is a sophisticated, subtle and nuanced beer.

4,50€

AMBAR ESPECIAL
Ámbar especial is an amber-colored, medium roasted pilsner lager. With 5.2 degrees of
alcohol and a selected variety of barley, the roasting of the malts gives it a sweet flavor
that balances the bitterness of the hops.

4,50€

AMBAR EXPORT
Three malts, double fermentation period and slow maturation in the cellar. This is
Ámbar Export, a beer made without haste. With 7 alcohol levels, Ambar Export is an
exceptional roasted beer, reddish, rich in aromatic nuances and with a dense creamy
head. More body, more flavor and more character for a beer that is enjoyable.

4,50€

AMBAR IPA
With 45 ibus, and 5.7 alcohol degrees, our tribute to this iconic style of the brewery is a
proposal of tolerable bitterness that stands out for the complexity of flavors and
aromas where floral, citrus and tropical fruit notes predominate.

4,50€

AMBAR lEMON
Beer with lemon. It was a challenge, to achieve a balanced blend that combined our
usual Ambar Especial with lemon juice while maintaining all the essence of the beer
and the freshness of the fruit.
An ideal beer alternative with 2.5% alcohol level.

4,50€

GLUTEN-FREE AMBAR
Ambar suitable for Celiacs is one of the first gluten-free beers in Spain. It maintains the
same taste, body and aroma as your usual Ambar.

4,50€



Beers
THE EMPELTRE ONE
The Empeltre One has been elabotated following the style of Bohemian Pilsner with
pilsner malts of high quality with Czech hops like the saaz. More intense both in the
smoothness like in the intensity flavour and coluor, With some differents that comes 
checked for the variety of Olivs Empeltre (Down Aragon) n), It fulfill the autenticity and 
the traddition of the Premium oil mark Its gluten free. 

TERRESA
Rice beer with a slight bitterness, as it is fermented with ripe hops flower, beer with
medium foam that does not bother to drink, persistent, and ideal for quenching thirst, 
very refreshing.

Liqueurs

5,00€

6,00€

Aperitif

CAMPARI
The Original date is back to 1860 in Novara, in the Piedmont region.
The ingredients include herbs, spices, grated fruit and peel, among which quinine, 
rhubarb or bitter orange, grapefruit and ginger stand out. The color, according to the
myth, was obtained from the turtle shell, although nowadays cochineal is the colorant
used in the liqueurs to obtain the red color.

6,50€

COINTREAU
Created in 1885 by Eduard Cointreau is a distillate of fresh and dehydrated sweet and 
dried orange peel.

7,00€

SPRITZ APEROL
The origin of this liqueur dates back to 1919, in Padua. Although it tastes and smells
very similar to Campari, Aperol has an alcohol content of 11%, less than half that of a 
Campari and is milder and less bitter than Campari, Which is darker in color.

8,00€

VERMUT ROJO LEHMANN
Made from white Grenache and Macabeo from Terra Alta. A vermouth that starts from
the oldest recipes and recovers the traditional intensity of the early twentieth century. 
Great herbaceous power, subtle distinctive bitterness, long pleasant unctuousness.

6,50€

VERMUT BLANCO LEHMANN
Light balsamic touches that provide a pleasant and very particular aromatic structure.

6,00€

RICARD
It is based on aniseed and is still made using Paul Ricard's original recipe, which has 
been kept secret since 1932.

6,00€



Liqueurs

Brandy
LARIOS 1866
The base is a white wine that is distilled at low temperature then stored in oak barrels
where it acquires its characteristic bouquet and color among other characteristics. It is
a huge brandy reserve, a classic Malaga brandy.

CARDENAL MENDOZA 
It is a Brandy de Jerez, aged an average of 15 years in casks previously wrapped with 
Oloroso and Pedro Ximénez. Round, clean, elegant and vinous aroma.

TORRES JAIME 1
It is a tribute to the founder of Bodegas Torres and to the work of Gaudí.
Created from the mixture of several aged brandies. Fine notes of the Mediterranean, 
complex and balanced that contains small notes of vanilla, walnut, plum, cedar and 
sandalwood.

TORRES 5
It is elaborated in a traditional way by vintage, the more antiques has 10 years. 

Digestivo

16,00€

9,00€

25,00€

7,00€ 

AGUARDIENTE DE HIERBAS EL SARGAR 4,00€

At the bottle we can see a Gitam plant, it is común at the porchs. 

BAILEYS 4,00€

It is an Irish cream (Irish whiskey and cream). It was the first liqueur to combine cream
and alcohol in a stable enough way to allow its commercialization. 

CREMA DE ORUJO PAZO DAS FLORES
Created with some of the innumerable aromatic plants of our nearest mountains
macerated in pomace, and then forming a fine cream.

4,00€

DUPONT 12
It was made with two types of apples (bittersweet and sour) and aged for two years. 

16,00€



Liqueurs

Digestive

ETTER FRAMBOISE
At the palate it shows a perfect interplay of spirit and fruit. It has a full-bodied, fruity
flavor with a long, warm finish.

7,00€

FRANGELICO
It is a sweet-tasting liqueur made from roasted wild hazelnuts immersed in alcohol 
together with berries and spices. It is named after the monk who lived in a hermitage
in Piedmont and who invented it around 1600 along with many other drinks.

5,00€

GRAND MARNIER
It is a liqueur created in 1880 by Alexandre Marnier-Lapostolle. It is made from a 
mixture of cognac and distilled essence of bitter orange. 

5,00€

CREMA DE ARROZ S. DELTA
Made from the renowned Bomba rice variety grown in the rice fields of the Ebro Delta. 

4,00€

MARIE BRIZARD
In 1755 Marie Brizard founded in Bordeaux, the company of the same name, 
manufacturer of anisette (aniseed and eleven flavors). A recipe that a West Indian
sailor revealed to Marie when she had taken care of him.

5,00€

WHITE ORUJO  HERBES
It is a distillate of Garnacha. The distillation is carried out in a copper still. 

4,00€

PACHARÁN BAINES
It is a pacharán that tries to make the most of the fruit.
A rested and traditional maceration of four months.

5,00€

NIEPOORT LBV

It seduces with its notes of wild fruit, fig and spices and its elegance. 

6,00€

TIO PEPE
Made with Palomino fino grapes and aged in soleras for approximately 4 years, it is a 
dry fortified wine with sharp and delicate aromas.

6,00€

VILLA MASSA
Made with the peels of lemons from the Sorrento peninsula in Italy. These peels are 
macerated with alcohol and after a few days, the liquid is filtered several times and 
mixed with water and sugar to give the final touch.

6,00€



Gin Tonic

GIN G-VINE
Very smooth gin, with a very marked floral aroma that totally camouflages the juniper. 
This gin is made from the Ugni Blanc grape. Once the alcohol of the gin is obtained, the
spirit is mixed with the grape flower. 

14,00€

GIN HENDRICKS
Distilled in Ayrshire (Scotland) by a master distiller. The particularity that makes
Hendrick's gin unique is that it uses two separately distilled gins. Once the two gins are 
merged, cucumber and rose essence are added before adding
and rose essence before adding the water and bottling.

14,00€

GIN MARE
Mare is a Mediterranean gin flavored with four main botanical ingredients: basil, 
thyme, rosemary and, most unusual of all, Arbequina olive. It is made in a small village
on the Costa Dorada, in an old 18th century hermitage.

13,00€

GIN MONKEY 47
Monkey 47, a premium gin recognized in 2017 as the best gin in the world It is a 
distillation of 47 botanicals from the black forest.

16,00€

GIN NORDÉS
Made with fourteen botanicals from different parts of Galicia.
Each of its ingredients is macerated separately with distilled albariño grapes. They are 
sage thread, laurel, caralleira herb, lemon verbena, eucalyptus, lemon peel, 
cardamom, juniper, quinine, ginger, hibiscus, licorice, 

12,00€

GIN SEAGRAM’S
t is dry with a slight hint of herbs, the result of the five ingredients used in its
production: juniper berries, bitter orange peel, angelica root, coriander
ingredients used in its preparation: juniper berries, bitter orange peel, angelica root, 
coriander and cardamom.

12,00€

GIN TANQUERAY TEN
With a smooth, velvety and balanced taste, made with fresh citrus fruits. To which
chamomile flower is added.

GIN DURHAM
Made in Tortosa with the maceration of coriander, lemon, orange, cinnamon, angelica
root, and many others. The last step is the distillation to obtain a crystalline, aromatic
and full of exceptional nuances brandy.

14,00€

12,00€

Grappa

GRAPPA BERTA
In the province of Asti (Piedmont), Moscato Valdavi is a young and elegant grappa
made from Muscat grapes, distilled in copper stills.

12,00€



Liqueurs

Rum

MATUSALEM 15
It is a Premium rum that is produced from the best molasses with the original Cuban 
recipe and blended with the Solera process. In the mouth it`s sweet and full-bodied, 
with toasted and vanilla flavors with an air of dulce de leche, a touch of oak and 
occasional hint of plum.

14,00€

MATUSALEM 7
It is produced and bottled in Dominican Republic. It is an intense and aromatic rum on
the nose, on a background of integrated and clean wood. Hints of bergamot, fresh fruit
and vanilla. Smooth, fleshy and warm, with a pleasant texture and creamy on the
palate, with a touch of caramelized banana and vanilla.

12,00€

SANTA TERESA 1.796
Classified as "the best rum in the world". It is the only aged rum totally elaborated by
the ancient Solera method, an artisanal process in oak barrels that traditionally had
been reserved for Spanish sherry and brandy.

13,00€

SANTA TERESA GRAN RESERVA
It is the flagship of Venezuelan rum in the world. On the palate it is a fruity aged rum, 
with aguardiente notes, perfectly combining its freshness with the subtle firmness of
the wood.

15,00€

ZACAPA 23
It is produced from sugar cane and pure spring water from the ancient mountains of
Quetzaltenango, using rums between 6 and 23 years old. A touch of oak, vanilla, nuts
and some licorice can be appreciated on the palate.

Tequila

17,00€

CORRALEJO 99.000 HORAS
The name '99,000 Hours' indicates the number of hours required for production until
bottling. It is made from 100% blue agave, with aromas of chocolate, vanilla, almonds
and oak.

14,00€

DON JULIO BLANCO
It is the best-selling ultra-premium tequila in the birthplace of tequila. It is made from
Weber tequilana agave grown in the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico. 

OLMECA BLANCO
Made from 100% blue agave of Mexican origin.

12,00€

6,00€



Liqueurs
Vodka
CIROC 
It is produced from Mauzac Blanc grapes from the Gaillac region of France, and Ugni
Blanc from the Cognac region. 

10,00€

Whisky

JACK DANIELS
Born in the state of Tennessee, it gives off a powerful and sweet aroma of oak and 
cocoa that, as it enters the palate, begins a festival of sweet, bitter flavors with a touch
of acidity.

12,00€

JAMESON
The taste of Jameson Irish whiskey is different, this difference lies in the triple 
distillation, whichc makes it much smoother and fuller at the same time.

10,00€

JIM BEAM
Very elegant, smooth and refined bourbon. The taste is very smooth, with some
slightly spicy vanilla and caramel finishing touches.

10,00€

LAGAVULIN 16
It is the perfect whiskey for lovers of aromas
intense to peat and strong sensations.
On the palate it is very thick and rich. A massive mouthful of malt and sherry with a 
nice fruity sweetness. Big, powerful peat and oak.

20,00€

MACALLAN 12
Premium Malt Whisky from Scotland.

15,00€

ANCESTORS 
A round and warm "domed" malt sensation, with floral and young vanilla notes, the
malt gently coats the tongue and palate and opens up into a long, rich finish.

13,00€

GLENFIDDICH
It has matured for at least 12 years in American and European oak barrels. 
American and European oak barrels. On the palate it is characteristically sweet, with
hints of caramel, cream, malt and a touch of oak. Finishes long, smooth and soft.

10,00€



Whisky
BLACK LABEL 
On the palate, it is a smooth and elegant whiskey with smoky notes that do not hide
the other nuances.  Pleasant fruity notes are perceived that come accompanied with a 
touch of honey, bittersweet nuts, with a spicy touch, leaving a medium-long finish, 
with a citrus touch accompanying the smoky notes.

TALISKER
The aromas are smoky, with notes that evoke the sea and its breeze and, of course, 
toasted oak. Finally, the palate is soft and very pleasant.

SABOGA
Saboga, an ancestral fish already spoken of by the Romans. This first edition was made
from barrels from old huge brandy reserve soleras. 

Cocktails

14,00€

18,00€

10,00€

MOJITO
Rum, lime juice, spearmint, soda

12,00€

MOJITO SIN ALCOHOL
Lime juice, spearmint, soda

8,00€

AMERICANO
Campari, Sweet Vermouth, Soda

12,00€

NEGRONI
Gin, Red Vermouth, Campari

12,00€

SANGRÍA DE VINO TINTO
Red wine, brandy, peach, apple, orange juice, cinnamon, soda, sugar

12,00€

SANGRÍA DE CAVA
Cava, peach, orange, orange juice, lemon juice, brandy, Cointreau

16,00€

BLOODY MARY

vodka, tomato juice, tabasco, lemon, Perrins sauce, pepper, celery

10,00€

CAIPIRINHA

Cachaza, lemon, brown sugar

12,00€

DRY MARTINI

Gin, Vermouth Dry, olive

14,00€

DAIQUIRI

White rum, lemon juice, sugar syrup, sugar syrup

13,00€

MARGARITA

Tequila, Countreau, lime juice

13,00€

VAT included


